New efficient cast resin transformer, Digital Transformation solutions and Cyber Secure communications platform

Connected asset lifecycle management solution - ABB Ability™ Ellipse®

First cast resin main transformer RESIBLOC® Rail for rolling stock

ABB will be presenting three world premieres: The first cast-resin main transformer RESIBLOC® Rail for rolling stock based on a further development of the proven RESIBLOC® technology. It offers a significant reduction of energy and maintenance costs of the drive system of rail vehicles. Another world premiere is ABB’s connected asset lifecycle management solution - ABB Ability™ Ellipse®, connecting assets in the field to the boardroom, providing high-resolution insight over transportation networks and operations for revolutionary efficiencies. Finally, ABB will present the new robust and highly-secure multiservice platform for mission-critical communications – XMC20, to pinpoint exact vehicle locations and to monitor the equipment keeping the network moving.
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